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Focus on your 
compelling destination



Course-correct and 
adjust



Momentum Snapshot



Hard, meaningful & important work

Leading Curriculum Implementation



Implementation SMALL WINS
WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO 

EXECUTE ON OVER THE LAST MONTH?



EARLY POSITIVE SHIFTS
WHAT POSITIVE CHANGES IN TEACHER ATTITUDES, 

KNOWLEDGE, PROGRAMMING, PRACTICE & 
ASSESSMENT ARE YOU STARTING TO NOTICE?



What we explored so far



The potential of curriculum reform
Pursuing a desirable future not just rolling-out a 

required change



Deep Curriculum Implementation 

Shallow Curriculum Implementation



3E Curriculum 
Implementation Journey

Engage - Enact - Embed



Setting up and regularly using a team  
Kanban Action Plan



Using a Prioritisation Map to refocus on the most 
important action teams 



Upgrading our Professional  
Learning Designs



Sustained and meaningful changes to teaching and learning
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Thoughtful contextualisation of the units of work
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Regular and adaptive use of evidence-informed teaching strategies 



Adaptive expertise requires 
both an understanding of 
why things work as they do, 
and the ability to alter 
strategies in real-time. 



• Mental models refer to what people know 
and how this knowledge is organised to 
guide decision and action (Schempp, 2002) 

• Mental models enable us to make fast and 
accurate decisions during complex tasks 

Enhancing expertise requires the 
development of more sophisticated 
mental models 



The micro-learning materials and units of work provide 
inputs into professional learning



We need to be the designers of a professional learning sequence



Characteristics & mechanisms 
underpinning effective 

professional  development 



What does effective PL need to do?

Reflect and share in chat-bar





Focusing on mechanisms that can improve the effectiveness 
of professional learning 



Effective professional development mechanisms 
relevant to curriculum implementation 

1. Actively manage teacher cognitive load 
when building new knowledge  

2. Providing affirmation and reinforcement 
after progress 

3. Modelling target teaching techniques  

4. Prompting practising in classrooms



Let’s reflect on each and look for opportunities 
to upgrade our designs



Effective professional development mechanisms 
relevant to curriculum implementation 

1. Actively manage teacher cognitive load 
when building new knowledge  

2. Providing affirmation and reinforcement 
after progress 

3. Modelling target teaching techniques  

4. Prompting practising in classrooms

1 — 2 — 3 —4 —5 

Rate the extent to which you are incorporating this 
mechanism into your curriculum implementation PL

1 — 2 — 3 —4 —5 

1 — 2 — 3 —4 —5 

1 — 2 — 3 —4 —5 



Managing teacher cognitive load

Supporting teachers to gain new knowledge and insight by ensuring that 
working memory doesn’t get overloaded 

1



Providing affirmation and reinforcement after progress

Motivating staff to notice progress and keep moving forward

2



Modelling target teaching techniques

Show educators what the approaches can look like in practice

3



 Prompting practising in classrooms

Encourage educators to try it out in context and learn about how to make it 
work in their classroom with their students

4



Team Working Session
Tweaking Professional Learning Design

Even better if ….



Professional Learning 
Design Tune-Up



What tweaks to professional learning could you make to enhance 
impact? 
Which effective PL mechanisms are you interested in further activating? 

Stage 1

1. Actively manage teacher cognitive load when building 
new knowledge  

2. Providing affirmation and reinforcement after progress 

3. Modelling target teaching techniques  

4. Prompting practising in classrooms

Effective professional development mechanisms



Where to from here?
You’ve got this!



Next best moves



Consistency not intensity 



What part of the session has been most helpful 
to you? What did you really need to hear?

Leave a comment on the way out


